
YOUR EVENT
AT THE FONDATION BEYELER



Welcome to the  
Fondation Beyeler

FONDATION BEYELER



The Fondation Beyeler is a museum of modern and 
contemporary art that is open 365 days a year and that 
is consistently ranked among the most beautiful world- 
wide. Its exhibitions of renowned artists of the 19th, 
20th and 21st centuries have brought it international 
recognition and established it as one of the most pop-
ular museums in Switzerland. Central to its mission 
is each visitor’s personal experience of the sensuous 
encounters with art and nature that it enables. 

The art museum is situated in an English-style park 
with a historical villa, mature trees and waterlily ponds. 
The museum building designed by award-winning 
Italian architect Renzo Piano blends in elegantly with 
its surroundings, affording superb views of the park, 
cornfields, grazing cows and sheep and the vineyards 
hugging the foothills of the Black Forest. The spacious 
galleries showcase the art in the most beautiful natural 
light, while a greened-over conservatory provides a 
pleasant place to linger and read.
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The Beyeler Collection is shown to the public in 
presentations that change several times a year. It 
comprises over 400 works of Post-Impressionism, 
classical modernism and contemporary art, including 
by Paul Cézanne, Marc Chagall, Alberto Giacometti,  
Vincent van Gogh, Wassily Kandinsky, Paul Klee, 
Henri Matisse, Joan Miró, Piet Mondrian, Claude 
Monet, Pablo Picasso, Jackson Pollock, Auguste 
Rodin, Mark Rothko, Andy Warhol and many others. 
Besides presenting works from its own collection, the 
Fondation Beyeler also stages several major exhibi-
tions of modern and contemporary art every year. 

The Fondation Beyeler’s highly varied programme of 
events comprises artist talks, concerts, DJ sets, dance 
performances, readings, lectures, panel discussions, 
cabaret and film screenings. The museum regularly 
plays host to internationally acclaimed artists, aca-
demics, musicians, dancers, choreographers, actors,  
directors and other interesting individuals. In addi-
tion, there are daily guided tours as well as a range 
of workshops and games created especially for young  
people, families, parties of schoolchildren and groups 
of all kinds. 

An Art Shop and the “Beyeler Restaurant im Park” 
also belong to the museum. 
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Your exclusive evening  
event at the museum 
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With its bright, spacious interiors, a large terrace 
and park, the Fondation Beyeler provides an 
eminently tasteful and serene natural setting for 
both professional and private functions. Adding a 
private tour of the museum will make your event 
extra special. 

The museum is at your disposal for exclusive evening 
events after it has closed for the day, which means 
as of 6.30 p.m. and on Wednesdays and Fridays 
by arrangement.

Contact:
Events Team 
T +41 61 645 99 12
events@fondationbeyeler.ch
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The spacious Renzo Piano Room with adjoining conservatory on the lower level 
of the Renzo Piano building is as much an ideal venue for talks, presentations, 
awards ceremonies and meetings as it is for festive banquets, Christmas parties 
and concerts.

Size:  290 m² plus the 80 m² conservatory
 The adjoining rooms No. 21 (69 m²) and No. 22 (185 m²) 
 can also be rented, if required.
Capacity:  200 guests (seated at tables or in rows)
Furnishings: lectern, stage, chairs and tables
Technical  
Equipment: video projector and screen, loudspeakers / sound system, WLAN 
Rental fee: CHF 20,000 not incl. VAT, all-inclusive standard rate*
 CHF 30,000 not incl. VAT, all-inclusive rate during Art Basel* 

*
The rental fee covers the following:
exclusive use of the north terrace; use of the museum park, e.g. for drinks with or without food;  
a private tour of the collection or the current exhibition; the use of the general infrastructure and 
available technical equipment; general cleaning costs and general personnel costs (security guards, 
attendants and tour guides). 

Not covered by the rental fee:
catering (our restaurant will gladly advise you or you can select a licensed caterer of your own choosing); 
the costs of any additional personnel, technical equipment or services that may be needed 

The Renzo Piano Room  
and the conservatory
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The north terrace with its views of both the park and the galleries will lend 
your summertime event that special al fresco ambiance. It is remarkable for its 
beautiful stone flags and light-permeable roof and gives onto both the galleries 
and the garden.

Size: 220 m²
Capacity: 120 guests (seated at tables or in rows)
Furnishings: on request
Technical  
Equipment: on request
Rental fee: CHF 20,000 not incl. VAT, all-inclusive standard rate*
 CHF 30,000 not incl. VAT, all-inclusive rate during Art Basel* 

*
The rental fee covers the following:
exclusive use of the north terrace; use of the museum park, e.g. for drinks with or without food;  
a private tour of the collection or the current exhibition; the use of the general infrastructure and 
available technical equipment; general cleaning costs and general personnel costs (security guards, 
attendants and tour guides). 

Not covered by the rental fee:
catering (our restaurant will gladly advise you or you can select a licensed caterer of your own choosing); 
the costs of any additional personnel, technical equipment or services that may be needed 

North terrace
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Your meeting, workshop or conference 
in the historical buildings of 
the Berower Estate 
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The Fondation Beyeler studios are housed in the 
wonderful historical buildings of the former Berower  
Estate. These are set in an idyllic park in the immediate  
vicinity of both the Beyeler Restaurant im Park and 
the museum. The studios are suitable for conferences, 
meetings, seminars and workshops, gladly in com-
bination with our restaurant’s gastronomic services,  
if desired. 

Contact: 
Events Team 
T +41 61 645 99 12
events@fondationbeyeler.ch
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Size: 66 m²
Capacity: 24 attendees
Furnishings: tables and chairs, kitchenette with coffee machine and kettle
Technical  
equipment:  projector, flip chart, WLAN
Rental fee:  CHF 1,500 / CHF 750 per day / half day
 CHF 1,000 / CHF 500 per day / half day for Corporate Members

Studio 1
Conference, meeting and seminar room
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Size: 50 m² / terrace ca. 60 m² 
Capacity: 24 attendees
Furnishings: tables and chairs, kitchenette with coffee machine and kettle;
 terrace with garden tables and chairs, parasols
Technical  
equipment: presentation screen, flip chart, projector, WLAN
Rental fee: CHF 1,500/CHF 750 per day / half day
 CHF 1,000/CHF 500 per day / half day for Corporate Members 

Studio 3
Conference, meeting and seminar room with terrace
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Your exclusive evening event at  
the “Beyeler Restaurant im Park”
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The late Baroque Villa Berower that now houses the 
Beyeler Restaurant im Park is situated in the park  
directly opposite the museum. The design of the  
dining room and fireplace lounge (Kaminzimmer) by 
Spanish duo Casa Munõz makes for a stimulating dia-
logue between the historical character of the building 
and the contemporary flair of its interior. The rooms 
can be booked separately or in combination and prom-
ise a quiet and intimate setting for your event. In the 
summer months, the spacious terrace looks out onto 
the glorious park with its sculptures by Calder, Kelly  
and Fischli / Weiss. 
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We are committed to a fresh and creative style of cui-
sine that entails transforming locally sourced ingredi-
ents into delicious, unforgettable dishes. The wine list 
features a number of local wines as well as a small 
selection of fine wines from other parts of Europe. The 
coffee selection is all of barista quality.

Whether you are looking for refreshments for an official 
reception or a sumptuous banquet, we will tailor our 
solutions to fit your event. We believe in creating  
experiences: moments of joy, pleasure, interaction 
and resonance that you and your guests will later 
treasure as precious memories. Our team is devoted 
to hospitality, body and soul, and you can safely  
entrust the role of host to our experienced and  
capable hands. Accustomed to lavishing care and  
attention on a colourful, international clientele, we 
bring the serenity of our natural surroundings to bear 
on everything we do. 

The “Beyeler Restaurant im Park” is at your disposal 
for exclusive evening events after it has closed for the 
day, which means as of 6 p.m. and on Wednesdays 
and Fridays by arrangement. 
 

Contact: 
Marc Morgenthaler 
Banquets and Events
T +41 61 645 99 00
marc.morgenthaler@fondationbeyeler.ch

Helen Dienel 
Leiterin Restaurant 
T +41 61 645 97 70
helen.dienel@fondationbeyeler.chFONDATION BEYELER



Size: 69.5 m2

Capacity: 46 guests (seated for dinner)
Furnishings: tables, chairs and highchairs
Technical  
equipment: on request
Rent: The costs depend on the services selected. The restaurant can
 provide attractive all-inclusive packages as well as an offering
 tailored to individual wishes. A certain minimum turnover based
 on the size and duration of your event will be required.
 A separate rental fee will not be charged.

Dining Room
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Size:  41.5 m2

Capacity:  22 guests (seated for dinner)
Furnishings:  tables, chairs and highchairs, bar
Technical  
equipment:  on request
Rent:  The costs depend on the services selected. The restaurant can
 provide attractive all-inclusive packages as well as an offering 
 tailored to individual wishes. A certain minimum turnover based 
 on the size and duration of your event will be required.
 A separate rental fee will not be charged.

Fireplace Lounge
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Size:  215.5 m2

Capacity: 112 guests (without additional rented furniture)
 200 guests (with rented furniture)
Furnishings:  tables, chairs and highchairs, parasols
Technical  
equipment:  on request
Rent:  The costs depend on the services selected. The restaurant can 
 provide attractive all-inclusive packages as well as an offering
 tailored to individual wishes. A certain minimum turnover based 
 on the size and duration of your event will be required.
 A separate rental fee will not be charged.

Terrace
(in fine weather only)
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Size:  ca. 200 m2

Capacity:  200 guests
Equipment: (standing) tables, chairs, parasols, bar
Technical  
equipment:  on request
Rent:  The costs depend on the services selected. The restaurant can
 provide attractive all-inclusive packages as well as an offering
 tailored to individual wishes. A certain minimum turnover based  
 on the size and duration of your event will be required.
 A separate rental fee will not be charged. 

Pavilion and Park
(in fine weather only)
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Your private tour of the collection  
or the current exhibition 
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Private tours during opening hours
Times: Monday to Saturday from 10.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m.,
 Wednesdays until 6.30 p.m.
Duration: ca. 60 minutes
Price:  CHF 665 or for Art Club members
 CHF 570 per group (max. 20 people),
 incl. admission and 8.1 % VAT. 

Private tour after hours
Times: Monday to Saturday as of 6.30 p.m. (except Wednesdays)
Duration: ca. 60 minutes
Price:  CHF 1,400 per group (max. 25 people), 
 incl. admission and 8.1 % VAT. 

Exclusive private tour after hours
Times: Monday to Saturday as of 6.30 p.m. (except Wednesdays)
Duration: ca. 60 minutes
Price: CHF 10,000 per group (from 60 people),
 incl. admission and 8.1 % VAT. 
 Contact: 

Kunstvermittlungskoordination 
+41 61 645 97 20 
tours@fondationbeyeler.ch

Combine your event at the museum or restaurant with a private tour of the 
current exhibition either during the museum’s regular opening hours or after 
hours when you will have the museum to yourselves. All private tours are 
available in German, French, English, Italian or Spanish. 
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Opening Hours museum, Art Shop, Restaurant:
Daily 10 a.m. until 6 p.m., Wednesdays until 8 p.m. 

Address:
Fondation Beyeler
Baselstrasse 101, CH-4125 Riehen/Basel 

fondationbeyeler.ch, shop.fondationbeyeler.ch,  
restaraunt.fondationbeyeler.ch 

Access:
For the sake of the environment, we recommend using public transport to reach the museum. The tram stop 
“Fondation Beyeler” is right in front of the entrance. It takes ca. 15 minutes to reach the museum on the No. 6 
tram from Basel Badischer Bahnhof (German railway station) and ca. 30 minutes on the No. 2 and No. 6 trams 
from Basel SBB and Bâle SNCF. The Fondation Beyeler is a five-minute walk from the S-Bahnhof Riehen.
Those travelling by car will find parking spaces in the “Zentrum” parking garage opposite the entrance. The 
Badischer Bahnhof parking garage at the motorway exit offers a Park & Ride package (a 5-hour stay for 2 people 
costs CHF 10).
There are good cycle paths leading to the Fondation Beyeler from Basel, Lörrach and Weil am Rhein. The cycle 
paths and footpaths through the Lange Erlen are especially pretty. 

Opening Hours and Access 
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Licensed Catering Partners 

Albrecht Catering 
Sabrina Haufler
Baselstrasse 15
4125 Riehen
Tel: +41 61 643 22 22 
info@catering-basel.ch
www.catering-basel.ch

acasa Catering
Sandro Steingruber
Bernhard-Simonstrasse
7310 Bad Ragaz
Tel: +41 81 303 30 70
Tel: +41 79 632 02 02
www.acasacatering.ch
kontakt@acasacatering.ch

Auswärts Catering
Valentin Diem
Feldeggstrasse 88c 
8008 Zürich
Tel: +41 76 445 44 75
hunger@auswaertsgehen.ch
www.auswaertsgehen.ch

Licensed Technical Partner 

KONNEX GmbH
Gabriel Kreis
Binningerstrasse 110
4123 Allschwil
Tel: +41 61 482 31 08
gabrielkreis@konnex.ch
www.konnex.ch 

Partners 
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Dear Visitors,

We wish you a very warm welcome to the Fondation 
Beyeler and an enjoyable stay. In order to make your 
visit as pleasant as possible and to ensure the safety 
and security of visitors and staff as well as the art-
works on display, we kindly ask you to respect the 
following Visitor Policies.

Artworks – Please maintain a safe distance from 
the artworks at all times. Works of art must not be 
touched under any circumstances. The museum and 
the works of art are under video surveillance.

Luggage – For security reasons, luggage items, ruck-
sacks, bags, cases etc. must be deposited in the 
checkroom.

Bags – You may take small bags up to A4 size  
(ca. 20 × 30 cm) into the galleries. Please carry these 
in front of your body so that they are clearly visible.

Coats and jackets may be worn, but not carried over 
your arm.

Umbrellas – Please leave umbrellas in the stands pro-
vided in front of the museum.

Walking sticks are permitted in the museum, but only
when fitted with a protective rubber tip.

Mobility Aids – Large electric mobility aids are unsuit-
able for use inside the galleries. The Fondation Beye-
ler staff will be happy to place a museum wheelchair 
at your disposal upon request. Large prams and stroll-
ers are likewise unsuitable for use inside the galleries. 
The Fondation Beyeler staff will be happy to place a 
museum stroller at your disposal upon request.

Small children must be held by the hand in the 
exhibition.

Cell Phones – Out of consideration for other visitors, 
please do not conduct cell phone conversations any-
where inside the museum.

Photography – Photographs are generally permitted 
for private use only. In the event that an artwork may 
exceptionally not be photographed, this will be stated 
next to the work. Flashes, tripods, and selfie sticks are 
not permitted. Large photo bags must be deposited in 
the lockers.

Writing/Drawing – You may write and draw inside the 
museum in pencil only. Please use a suitable note-
pad or notebook. Ballpoint pens, color and felt pens, 
brushes, scissors, etc. are not permitted.

Tours led by outside guides, and the use of tour-guid-
ing systems, are not permitted in the museum. 
To book a group tour, please contact our Tours  
department on +41 61 645 97 20 or by email at 
tours@fondationbeyeler.ch.

Outdoor sculptures – Touching or climbing on the 
outdoor sculptures in the museum gardens is not per-
mitted. Please note that these sculptures are under 
camera surveillance.

Animals are not permitted in the museum (except for 
seeing-eye dogs).

Food or drinks may not be consumed in the museum.

Smoking is not permitted anywhere in the museum. 
By entering the museum, you accept these Visitor 
Policies and all further regulations designed to ensure 
the safety and security of persons and artworks in the 
museum.

Our security personnel are responsible for ensuring 
that these Visitor Policies are upheld. Please assist 
them in their work and follow their instructions.

We appreciate your consideration.

The Fondation Beyeler Management

Fondation Beyeler Visitor Policies 
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Reservations and order confirmations
Reservation inquiries addressed to the Beyeler Mu-
seum AG (hereinafter called the “Fondation Beyeler”) 
can be made either verbally or in writing. The event 
organiser will then be sent a written quote for the de-
sired room reservation, the services that the Fondation 
Beyeler is to provide and the resulting costs. This 
quote must be accepted within 14 days of its receipt, 
as otherwise the reservation will lapse. Acceptance of 
the quote constitutes a binding contract.

Modes of payment 
The rental fee must be paid in full 14 days prior to the 
date of the event. All other costs will be invoiced after 
the event. Any services over and above those itemized 
in the quote will be invoiced separately. 

Cancellations
Cancellations up to four weeks prior to the date of the 
event are free of charge. Cancellations after that date 
incur a charge of half the rental fee. 

Equipment and insurance
The premises will be equipped as agreed, taking ac-
count of the Fondation Beyeler’s own safety regula-
tions and after consultation with its technicians. The 
insurance of any exhibits or other objects that the 
event organiser brings onto the Fondation Beyeler 
premises shall be incumbent on the event organiser. 

Advertising
The display and distribution of promotional materials 
is not permitted. The event organiser’s own advertis-
ing (flyers, posters, displays etc.) must be approved 
by the museum management. Signs providing infor-
mation for guests (without branding) are permitted 
both inside and out. 

Number of guests
The Fondation Beyeler must be told the exact number 
of guests expected no later than two days prior to the 
event. 

Artworks 
All works of art in the vicinity of the event will be 
cordoned off as a matter of principle. To protect the 
works of art, the prescribed brightness of any addi-
tional lighting used must be observed.

Access
We recommend the use of public transport to reach 
us. There are no parking spaces on the museum 
premises. The public parking garage “Zentrum” is just 
50 metres away.

Involvement of third parties
The event organiser, not the Fondation Beyeler, shall 
be responsible for any third parties (artists, cater-
ers, technicians etc.) involved in the event and shall  
ensure that they abide by the Fondation Beyeler’s  
instructions and visitor policies. The Fondation Beyeler 
recommends its own catering partners for the provi-
sion of catering services.

Changes
The “Restaurant Beyeler im Park” can make any 
changes to the menu that are requested only up to 
five days prior to the event. Should certain ingredients 
be unavailable or have become significantly more ex-
pensive, Fondation Beyeler reserves the right to make 
minor changes to the choice of dishes by agreement 
with the event organiser. The terms and conditions of 
external caterers shall apply.

General Terms and Conditions  
for Events
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Force majeure
The Fondation Beyeler shall notify the event organ-
iser in the event of force majeure (a pandemic, offi-
cially mandated closure, extreme weather etc.). In 
such a case, the Fondation Beyeler shall honour the 
contract at the earliest possible opportunity thereafter, 
as agreed with the event organiser. Cancellation costs 
will not be charged in such a case. The Fondation 
Beyeler shall be absolved of its obligations should the 
circumstances constituting force majeure endure for 
longer than 120 days, in which case any cancellation 
costs paid by the event organiser shall be reimbursed. 
Neither party shall have a claim to damages.

Liability and visitor policies
The Fondation Beyeler shall not be liable for the 
theft of, or damage to, any objects, items of clothing 
or materials brought onto its premises. Nor shall the 
Fondation Beyeler be liable for any personal injury. 
The event organiser will be invoiced for any breakages 
or materials that go missing at cost price. Any damage 
to the parquet flooring will be repaired at the event  
organiser’s expense. The event organiser confirms 
that the Fondation Beyeler’s visitor policies, as far as 
they are applicable, will be upheld.

Jurisdiction
Any legal disputes arising between the parties shall 
be settled by the courts of Canton Basel-Stadt to the 
exclusion of all others. Swiss law shall apply, subject to 
the exclusion of the terms of International Private Law. 
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